Making a collapsible Basket- By Tim
Wilkinson
Having seen collapsible baskets manufactured by both Ultramagic and Cameron Balloons
Tim Wilkinson decided he would have a go at building his own. Having taken the finished
article to the 2015 One Man Meet and lending it to interested parties to try, I asked Tim for
his thoughts on what he had achieved. What would he like to change? Did anything need
modifying? – Steve Roake
So in his own words, here is what the creator himself had to say on the subject.
Time to reflex since the making of the new basket. I wanted a basket to put into the back of
the car. To say I’m pleased with the result is a slight understatement. Up at the One Man
Meet it flew twice. The concept works well. I wanted a simple basket easy to use, and that’s
what I’ve got.

The pros and con’s.

Against it.

Clearly it’s not as protective as wickerwork, that I was expecting and can

accept, can’t use it under an EASA envelope only with an Annex two envelope.

For it.

Well it’s easy to use and light. This one weighs only 25kgs, its easy to carry, rigs and

derigs very quickly, robust, simple to repair at home if damaged, put it in boot of car or
behind driver seat, cheap to make,

Future Plans. I personally don’t like sitting in a chair. So in the spring I will make a Oneperson basket, same design and hopefully weigh under 20kgs. To carry myself and maybe
two tanks. The size I have already made is good for two people and two tanks, will make
another larger basket to carry three people and two tanks. It’s so simple and easy to scale
up or down as necessary.

Making it.

Having made the first one, experience has shown there are easier ways to

make it a more professional finished article. I’m still tempted as an option to cut the poles in
half and sleeve them as a trial, against Chris Dunkley’s advice but only time will tell. As there
is plenty of spare fabric when cutting out the template, I will raise the bottom fold higher to
give a second skin at the bottom but against that it’s more weight. The bottom locating
tubes will make out of stainless steel tube. Most likely have the wires sleeved with see
through plastic tube for protection and inspection. The pole covers have now got a zip. I
forgot to put the tube covers on before putting on the burner too many times, that idea
didn’t work well. Other than that I’m happy with the design as is.
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